**Inverted Loft Company** makes the Fringe Putter, which is scuff proof and shank proof and legal, according to the company. The putter has a standard loft of 27 degrees and is custom fitted.

**Torch Rubber Company, Inc.** has developed a rubber-spiked golf rubber, called Golf-O-Shu. They are available in several colors, including blue, white, red, orange and green and fit over all shoes. Golf-O-Shu comes in small, medium, large and extra large sizes and stretches to fit all shoe widths. They fold into a plaid pouch and are priced about $5 to $7.

**ICM Plastics, Ltd.** has available No-Drip inserts for wine bottles. These inserts also fit large soft drink bottles. They come in two different sizes and are available through major restaurant supply distributors.

**Carrigan Plastics** has clear plastic containers for produce, fruits and meats. These containers are made from polystyrene and are designed to replace wood and pulp containers. The containers can be stored without damage and are lighter than containers currently used, according to the company. The following sizes are available: pint, quart, 1 ½ quart, two quart.

**Kohler Company** offers "Kohler Engines," a new 12-page catalog which provides specifications, horse-power curves and torque curves for all engines offered by the company. Printed in red, white and blue, the catalog describes and illustrates nine four-cycle engines from four hp to 24 hp and six two-cycle engines from 20 hp to 33 hp.

**3M Company** has incorporated colors into its Scotch-Tred non-slip surfacing line. The new colors include: Roman gold, moss green, imperial blue, flamingo orange and arctic white. The surfacing can be used outdoors around swimming pools and on steps and indoors in shower rooms, bath tubs and locker rooms. It is offered in pre-cut strips three-fourth inch by 17 inches; it is also available in six-inch by 24-inch cleats, plus 60-foot rolls from one-inch to three feet wide. It can be applied to any smooth, clean, dry surface by removing the protective liner to expose the adhesive and by pressing into place.

**Turner Tool & Mfg. Company** makes custom woods, available in numbers one to 10. Called Pros’ Choice, the woods are engineered to the particular golfer’s needs. Heads are permanently moisture sealed. The new type of sole plate reduces drag because it prevents the club from digging deeply on fairway shots, it is claimed. A small rocker-shaped ridge is formed in the sole plate, running front to back. The ridge forces the club to ride higher, taking less divot. The company claims the clubs give more distance on fairway shots. The first club costs $44.50; each additional club ordered at the same time is $41.50.

(Continued on page 64)
Pennwalt Corp. has developed a flameproof dry chlorine for pools, called Sentry. This treated calcium hypochlorite does not propagate rapid oxidation from contamination by the materials which cause conventional dry chlorine to oxidize, according to the company. This product sanitizes pool water as effectively as conventional calcium hypochlorite, according to the company, and is available from distributors and dealers handling Pennswim pool chemicals.

Circle No. 108 on reader service card

Engler Mfg. Corp. announces the Terrain King Flail Mower available in both 72-inch and 90-inch lift and pull-type models. The mowers feature quick-change knives which are easily replaced to reduce down time, a rear safety flap and a balanced drive shaft for minimum vibration.

Circle No. 109 on reader service card

JI Case Company announces the Case 580 Construction King Extend-a-hoe. Its hydraulic telescoping dipper-stick increases backhoe reach up to four feet. Recommended for trench digging and tunneling, it provides a maximum reach of 21 feet, 2 inches and a maximum dig depth of 18 feet, 6 inches.

Circle No. 110 on reader service card

Golf Inc.'s new catalog, "The Golf Shop Guidebook," describes how the company's new modular fixtures can quickly change a pro shop's appearance. It includes tips on merchandising by Ernie Sabayrac, tips on planning a golf shop and shows in four-color golf shops designed by Ed Parrotte. In the Mod-U-Wall series, each unit is free standing and on casters, the built-in paneling, and the built-in fascia or canopy are removable and built-in four foot, double lamp fluorescent lights are included. Available in four styles: Cedar, Mediterranean, Temo and Candy Apple.

Circle No. 111 on reader service card

Randell Mfg. Company announces its Self-propelled Weed Sprayer which has a hand gun on each side, a center boom and two wing booms for spraying in inaccessible places. It sprays a 16-foot swath and will travel up to 15 mph.

Circle No. 112 on reader service card

P & L Belting Company introduces Golf Bridge Runners for protection against golf spikes and weathering on golf bridges. Made of four-ply nylon rubber belting, they are guaranteed for 10 years. Runners are available to fit any size bridge at $2.75 per running foot, depending on requirements.

Circle No. 113 on reader service card